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Abstract
The discovery of graffiti in the early years of the twentieth century by the folklorist 
Giuseppe Pitré left by prisoners of the tribunal of the Spanish Inquisition in Palermo 
has been followed by more extensive investigations in recent years. These images and 
words have added a concrete and particular dimension to Sicily’s position at the cross-
roads of the Mediterranean. As well as images of saints and naval battles are to be found 
inscriptions not only in Italian, Sicilian and Latin but also in English and Hebrew. This 
article cross references this visual and textual evidence with the relevant archives of 
the tribunal in order to provide a powerful microhistory of suffering and resilience in 
this most inhospitable of environments. The result adds a new dimension to our under-
standing of the prison’s organization, judicial proceedings and the impact of the inqui-
sition on the lives and consciences of those people from all over Europe, North Africa 
and the Middle East, who found themselves unwilling denizens of what must have been 
perhaps the most international community of prisoners in the early modern Christian 
world.
Keywords
Spanish Inquisition – Vice-kingdom of Sicily – renegade – graffiti – prisons – torture – 
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*   Text and notes translated by Simon Ditchfield. The title “soundless screams” is taken from 
the book by Giuseppe Pitrè and Leonardo Sciascia, Urla senza suono. Graffiti e disegni dei 
prigionieri dell’Inquisizione (Palermo, 1999). 
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 Prelude—Their Discovery
In order to recover its premises for public use in 1906, the municipality of 
Palermo began the restoration of Palazzo Chiaromonte, known more com-
monly as the Steri.1 Until its abolition in 1782, the Holy Office of the Inquisition 
had used the palace as its headquarters. Since 1800 many of the rooms of this 
building came to be used as archives and storerooms for the miscellaneous 
purposes of the Royal Chancellery, the civil and commercial courts and the 
customs office. In 1906 it was decided to move the criminal court into the Steri 
and the various archives and papers of the aforementioned bodies were moved 
to the convent of Gancia, where the state archives are now located. During 
the course of the restoration work, some plasterwork came away from a wall 
in a room on the first floor to reveal an image. This discovery was reported to 
Giuseppe Pitré, senator of the Kingdom of Italy, a physician and historian of 
Sicilian popular traditions, who lost no time in examining the evidence, uncov-
ering as he did so further images which had been covered up by layers of white 
plaster. Pitré personally dedicated the next six months to the delicate task of 
peeling away the plaster: “slowly” he wrote “there came before my eyes figures, 
drawings, inscriptions and verses [that filled the walls] . . . It was a [evidence] 
for a generation that had been truly lost.”2
Notwithstanding Pitré’s discovery, which had been duly reported in the 
local press, the walls were replastered for the benefit of those working in 
the offices of the law courts, which remained there until World War Two.3 In 
1964, the writer Leonardo Sciascia admitted that he had taken advantage of 
the restoration work then being undertaken to convert the Steri for the use 
of the university to slip into the palace unseen to take some pictures. He had 
the walls of three cells as well as the mezzanine between the ground and first 
floors photographed by Ferdinando Scianna—which is to say rooms that Pitré 
had not seen, since the latter had described rooms in the building “outside 
the palace.” These were the “secret prison cells” (carceri segrete) which were 
in a building outside the Steri and whose walls were also covered with graf-
fiti. However, the scenes that presented themselves to Sciascia were little dif-
ferent from those that had greeted Pitré: for the walls were entirely covered 
with drawings made by the prisoners which were all datable to between 1770 
1   This is a contraction of the building’s full title: “Hosterium magnum.”
2   Giuseppe Pitrè (1841-1916), Del Sant’Uffizio a Palermo e di un carcere di esso (Rome, 1940), 11-12.
3   He was talking about the fifth layer of plaster, subsequent to those described by Pitré. Some 
of the walls were smeared with black figures and letters. Pitrè, Del Sant’Uffizio, 13.
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and 1782.4 When Sciascia returned ten years later, these discoveries had been 
utterly destroyed: “historical evidence of perhaps unique importance had 
been completely devastated.”5 Pitré had discovered the cells on the first floor 
of the secret prison cells (carceri segrete); Sciascia those of the prisons inside 
the Steri. Only the restoration of the years 2000-2007 would bring to light the 
writings, drawings and graffiti from the lower floor of the secret prison cells, 
thus completing the recovery of all the cycles of graffiti.
 In Search of a Home
The Holy Office was a permanent tribunal, instituted by the Catholic Church 
to combat heresy, defend the integrity of the faith, and punish error and false 
doctrine. In 1478 Pope Sixtus IV had vested the king of Spain with authority 
to nominate its judges, thereby placing a tribunal of faith in the hands of the 
secular powers.6 The jurisdiction of the Spanish Inquisition was extended to 
Sicily in 1487 and was in operation from 1500 until its abolition in 1782. It was 
dependent on Madrid and de facto independent of the Holy See. However, the 
presence of the Spanish Inquisition on the island produced a striking constitu-
tional anomaly, a true affront to the privileges and prerogatives granted to the 
island and going back to its Norman Kings, since it saw itself as outside the ju-
ridical arrangements of Sicily, which sparked off a fierce conflict over jurisdic-
tion with the laws and judges of the Kingdom.7 From its birth, the relationship 
between the tribunals of faith and the island’s authorities was characterized 
by frequent clashes; such conflicts pitched the Holy Office sometimes against 
the Viceroy, sometimes against the royal judges and the island’s parliament, 
and sometimes even against the Archbishop of Palermo. All these authorities 
questioned the scope of the jurisdiction of the Holy Office. This ranged from its 
right to try crimes claimed by other ecclesiastical or secular courts to the Holy 
Office’s recruitment and maintenance of an extraordinarily high number of 
4   Leonardo Sciascia, introduction to Giuseppe Pitrè, Graffiti e disegni dei prigionieri 
dell’Inquisizione (Palermo, 1977), 4.
5   This was carried out by the government agency which had responsibility for its protection. 
See Graffiti e disegni, 7.
6   There is an extensive bibliography on this topic but for initial orientation see: Francisco 
Bethencourt, Inquisition: a Global History, 1478-1834 (Cambridge, 2009) and Christopher 
Black, The Italian Inquisition (New Haven/London, 2009).
7   Francesco Renda, L’Inquisizione in Sicilia (Palermo, 1997), 32. Cfr. Henry Charles Lea, (with an 
introduction by Lu Ann Homza), A History of the Inquisition of Spain: and the Inquisition in 
the Spanish Dependencies, 5 vols. (London, 2011; first published 1906-08).
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“familiars” who also enjoyed the privilege of being tried under canon law (the 
so-called privilege of the ecclesiastical forum).8
From the outset, in 1500, King Ferdinand mandated that the new tribunal 
should have a prestigious home, just as a king and a bishop had their palaces. 
Having initially rented the property of a private individual, in 1512 the tribunal 
moved to the royal palace of the Castel San Pietro, which historians agree was 
its first headquarters in Sicily.9 In 1553 there followed requests for the transfer 
of the tribunal to the Castello a mare, the fortress situated at the entrance to 
the port, where the viceroy was lodged.10 However, no sooner was the Holy 
Office installed then complaints were made about its unsuitability, and a re-
quest was lodged to return to the royal palace, which provoked a sour reaction 
from the viceroy. From 1568 to 1593, the tribunal was located inside the Castello 
a mare, home of the viceroy, who once more found himself moving to the royal 
palace. It took over the upper floor, which by ill chance was located directly 
over a store where gunpowder was kept. The presence of soldiers in the same 
premises caused predictable problems, above all the lack of secrecy.
On January 2, 1590 the tribunal’s archive caught fire and on August 19, 1593, 
for reasons that are still unknown, the gunpowder store exploded, destroy-
ing the greater part of the quarters occupied by the Holy Office and causing 
many casualties.11 The inquisitors Luis de Paramo and Domingo Llanes, who 
were lightly wounded, found temporary accommodation, while the hearing 
audiences of the tribunal itself took place in the convent of S. Francesco. The 
resultant back and forth involved an inevitable waste of time (de andar at-
reversando calles con grave perditempos).12 It was therefore clear that a new 
and suitable home for the tribunal be found, and on January 30, 1597, the 
8    Archivo Histórico Nacional, (hereafter AHN), Inquisición Sicilia, 1, fol. 245. Cfr. Carlo 
Alberto Garufi, Fatti e personaggi dell’Inquisizione in Sicilia (Palermo, 1978), ch. IV, 144-
300. Familiars were lay assistants to the Inquisition who were permitted to bear arms and 
were exempt from royal justice. There were some 25,000 of them in Sicily. Cfr the entry by 
Ana Cristina Quadro Garcia, “Familiari: Spagna” in Adriano Prosperi et al. eds., Dizionario 
storico dell’Inquisizione, 4 vols. (Pisa, 2010), II: 577-78.
9    According to Vito La Mantia, the home of the Inquisition down to 1512 was the convent 
of S. Domenico, when it relocated to the royal palace. See V. La Mantia, Origine e vicende 
dell’Inquisitione in Sicilia (Palermo, 1977), 36.
10   As can be seen from the numerous references to material held in the Spanish royal archive 
of Simancas in Valeria La Motta, “L’Inquisizione in Sicilia durante il regno di Ferdinando 
d’Aragona (1468-1516)” (Ph.D. Diss., University of Messina, 2015), 219n. On the building 
itself see Rosario La Duca, Il Castello a mare di Palermo (Palermo, 1980).
11   La Mantia, Origine e vicende dell’Inquisitione in Sicilia, 63.
12   See the account of Modesto Gambacorta dated September 10, 1593 and sent to the Chief 
Inquisitor cited in Garufi, Fatti e personaggi dell’Inquisizione in Sicilia, 284-285.
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inquisitors wrote to Madrid to request that they be assigned the “Casa del 
Hoster o Aduana,” that is to say the Steri, where the customs house was also 
located, since it was situated right on the sea front. This was also home of the 
president of the Royal High Court, Giovanni Francesco Rao.13 In reply, the King 
expressed his regret for the lack of comfort enjoyed by the inquisitors and of-
ficials of the court, who as a consequence of the explosion in the Castello a 
mare were lodged apart in rented property far from their prisons. On August 13, 
1600, Philip III wrote to the viceroy, Bernardino de Cardenas y Portugal, Duke 
of Maqueda, to assign the Holy Office the use of the Steri, which up until that 
time had been the home of the Tribunale del Real Patrimonio e dei Maestri 
razionali. This included the rooms on the second floor, both the interior and 
exterior staircases, the garden and the rooms on the ground floor. However, 
it excluded the courtyard, the archive and the rooms used by the royal cus-
toms officer; his storerooms on the ground floor and those raised on the first 
floor, together with the chapel.14 Finally, the King commanded that the inquisi-
tors be supplied with the money necessary to fit out the building for its new 
purpose.15 It was only as a result of such a stern order that in 1601 the Viceroy 
granted the Holy Office “possession of the houses of Steri” (la posesion de las 
casas del Hoster), which had been requested in 1597, with its entrance through 
the big marble door directly facing the Piazza Marina. (Fig. 1) The building 
needed repairing and the rooms were straightaway found to be inadequate for 
their new uses. The prisoners had to remain in the Castello a mare, and the 
tribunal’s archive, with the documents relating to the outstanding trials, had to 
be kept in the lodgings of the inquisitors themselves. The latter made a request 
to the Viceroy that he move the secular courts elsewhere and grant them also 
13   First, as a provisional measure, the court moved to a house nearby, at Piedigrotta, called 
“the house of the inquisitors” by Antonio Franchina in his Breve rapporto del Tribunale 
della SS. Inquisizione di Sicilia, del tempo di sua istituzione e notizia della grazie, favori e 
privilegi che i monarchi le han conceduti (Palermo, 1744), 33. On the Royal High Court, 
which enjoyed unrivalled competence in matters civil, criminal and feudal in the viceroy-
alty and heard appeals, see: Andrea Romano, “La Regia Gran Corte del Regno di Sicilia.” 
in Case Law in the Making, Comparative Studies in Continental and Anglo-America Legal 
History, ed. A. Wijffels, vol. 1 (Berlin, 1997), 111-161.
14   “Alli 23 di luglio 1605 si diede possesso della R. C. al Tribunale della SS. Inquisizione di 
tutta quella abitazione nel palazzo del re Martino, che espressa la presente copia dell’atto 
che si stipulò in virtù di dispaccio di S.a M.a Cattolica, spedito nella corte di Vagliadolid 
a 13 Agosto 1600, esecutoriato in questo Regno d’ordine del S.e Viceré Duca di Macheda 
a 14 Novembre di detto anno 1600,” in Biblioteca comunale di Palermo (BCP), Documenti 
appartenenti al Tribunale del S. Officio in Sicilia dal 1224 al presente. Sub anno 1730 (In Pitrè, 
Del Sant’Uffizio, cit., 229-230.)
15   AHN, Inquisición Sicilia, Hacienda, l. 904, fol. 93.
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use of the patio, the storerooms and the rooms which housed the customs of-
fice. The latter “is an ideal site” (es sitio muy a propósito) for the construction 
of the new prison. Furthermore, they suggested that the moving of the “new 
customs office known as the Vicaria” (aduana nueva que havia llamar Vicaria) 
would be the ideal solution.16
 The Construction of the “House of Sorrow”
The dispute with the viceroy over the money necessary for the work on the 
Steri and the construction of its prison cells was not resolved as hoped, and, in 
16   AHN, Inquisición Sicilia, Hacienda, l. 904, fol. 93.
Figure 1 Façade of the Steri facing Piazza Marina.
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1601, the inquisitors asked if they could use money from the Inquisition’s own 
treasury for the most pressing work. The Suprema in Madrid responded in the 
affirmative, owing to “the need for a secret prison and other offices” (la necessi-
dad que hay de hacer el secreto carcel y otras oficinas).17 Given that this building 
work could be no longer delayed, and notwithstanding the fact that the viceroy 
had not made available any money, the inquisitors went ahead anyway, using 
money which came from fines that had been imposed as punishment. On 
July 2, 1604, they informed the Suprema that “the prison cells are being built” 
(las carceles secretas se stan haciendo) on the basis of the plans made by the 
military engineer, Diego Sanchez.18
In 1605 the construction of the new prison cells was underway, and in 1610 
the bottom floor was ready, as were the rooms (aposentos) of the upper floor. 
It is likely that the prisoners were moved gradually as the new prison cells be-
came available. For the auto de fé of December 23, 1607, forty-five prisoners 
began their procession from the Castello a mare.19 The same happened for that 
of March 22, 1609.20 Accordingly, the prisoners were still held at the Castello a 
mare; however, it is certain that there were already some prisoners being held 
at the Steri, since the earliest writing which has been discovered on the prison 
walls states “1606 servo di Maria.”
A decade was needed to resolve the disputes relating to the securing of the 
site and where the most important offices and functions were going to be lo-
cated. The granting of the Steri to the Inquisition should therefore be seen as 
a stage in the dispute that pitched the chief inquisitor Luis de Paramo against 
Giovanni Francesco Rao, president of the Royal High Court (Regia Gran Corte). 
In the words of a modern historian “[Paramo was] the most highly educated, 
but also the most fanatical, obstinate and trouble-making Spanish Inquisitor 
who ever worked in Sicily.”21 By occupying the prestigious home of the High 
Court, dislodging as he did so the highest court of the viceroyalty, Paramo had 
obtained a huge moral victory. The following year he published in Madrid his 
17   AHN, Inquisición Sicilia, Hacienda, l. 904, fol. 115.
18   AHN, Inquisición Sicilia, Hacienda, l. 883, fols. 90, 246.
19   On the ritual of the auto de fé see the entry: Maria Sofia Messana, “Auto de fé (Spagna)” 
in Prosperi et al eds., Dizionario storico dell’Inquisizione, I:124. Cfr. Francisco Bethencourt, 
“The Auto-da-Fe: Ritual and Imagery,” Journal of the Warburg & Courthauld Institutes 
55 (1992): 155-68. For the procession of 1607 see Filippo Paruta and Nicolò Palmerino, 
addition to the “Diario della città di Palermo,” in Biblioteca storica e letteraria di Sicilia 
(Palermo, 1869), vol. II:19.
20   Diario della città di Palermo, 43.
21   Renda, L’Inquisizione in Sicilia, 126.
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opus magnum in which he traced the history of the tribunal and its unstop-
pable progress that had extended its influence throughout the entire Catholic 
world.22
The outcome of the building work was a bleak rectangular building of no-
tably stark simplicity and efficiency in which those who were undergoing trial 
were held in complete security. The military severity of the building’s archi-
tecture did not make any concessions to elegance. Although its architect, the 
military engineer, had worked on the courtyard and grand staircase of the royal 
palace, he did not feel he had to soften features in any way since the building 
was not intended for public display.23 (Fig. 2)
On the ground floor there were eight rectangular cells measuring 4.65 × 6.85 
meters with barrel vaults, whose height was a maximum of 6.5 meters. They 
faced a long corridor from which there opened a staircase with two flights that 
led up to the upper floor. The cells themselves could be accessed in two ways: 
22   Luis de Paramo, De origine et progressu Officii Sanctae Inquisitionis (Madrid, 1598).
23   A. Giuliana Alaimo, Architetti regi in Sicilia dal secolo XIII al XIX (Palermo, 1952), 17; Sofia 
Di Fede, Il palazzo reale di Palermo tra XVI e XVII secolo (Palermo, 2000), 34.
Figure 2 Façade and entrance to the secret cells.
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a wooden door opened onto a small space, which was called an “ante-prison” 
and sealed off with a metal gate which separated this small space from the cell 
proper. Each cell was supplied with a latrine which conducted the waste by 
means of a hole set into the wall; its position in the corner at least afforded a 
small degree of privacy.24 The significance of this sanitary innovation should 
not be underestimated, since in the prisons, which merely used a bucket, the 
complaints about lack of hygiene and the unbreathable air were widespread. 
In 1630 the increase in the number of inmates made necessary the construc-
tion of six more cells on an upper floor the following year. This turned the 
“secret prisons” (carceri segrete) into a two-story building, connected by stairs.25
The few indications on the committal of female prisoners suggest that they 
were held in certain cells on the upper level, in one of which has been found 
the following inscription, the only one which can confidently be attributed 
to a female author: “The miserable [woman] weeps because this is a place of 
tears” (Piange la misera perché il luogo è di pianto). The prison for women was 
built only subsequently, in precisely the period—the decades at the turn of 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries—when the tribunal of the inquisition 
increased its repression of witches and healers.26 The aristocratic faction of the 
Sicilian parliament, less tolerant than the Suprema, encouraged the prosecu-
tion of these groups. Accordingly, the Holy Office began building new prisons 
for the lifetime imprisonment of women who had been condemned for witch-
craft (magàre).27
In 1658, the prison where women were detained, who had been “let out of 
the secret [prisons]” (sprigionate dalle [carceri] segrete) consisted of a com-
plex of small buildings around a courtyard in the middle of which was a small 
church. This complex was surrounded by the walls of the prison of the Holy 
Office and kept separate from the other buildings. The ten cells were six square 
meters each; one of them was for common use and their windows were all 
24   Giuseppe Rotolo and Domenico Policarpo, “Carceri dell’Inquisizione. Storia di una 
scoperta,” in Aldo Gerbino ed., Organismi. Il sistema museale dell’Università di Palermo 
(Palermo, 2012), 35.
25   Matteo Scognamiglio, “Le “nuove” carceri nei primi del Seicento,” in Antonietta I. Lima ed., 
Lo Steri dei Chiaromonte a Palermo (Palermo, 2015), 249-274.
26   According to Maria Sofia Messana (Inquisitori, negromanti e streghe nella Sicilia moder-
na, 1500-1782 (Palermo, 2007) there were 976 trials for witchcraft which resulted in 565 
cleared, and 96 found guilty, 23 reconciled to the authorities with only two handed over 
to the secular arm, Sentenze emesse 1500-1781, 290.
27   Archivio di Stato di Palermo (ASPa), Tribunale del Santo Uffizio, Ricevitoria, vol. 177, fol. 1r.
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closed with iron gratings. Another ten cells, also with grates at their windows, 
were placed on the upper floor.28
 Graffiti, Writing and Drawings
Graffiti, writing and drawings are to be found in numerous places used as pris-
ons. The inmates drew out of necessity, spurred on by various motives. The 
testimony of their passing presence decorates the walls of lay and ecclesias-
tical prisons, of mental asylums, of fortresses and castles, even of churches.29 
Among the prisons of the Inquisition, the tower of Trovador, inside the palace 
of the Aljafería of Zaragoza, are to be found walls “full of names, graffiti and 
drawings, a gaming board for chess and draughts, crosses, stars, a caricature 
portrait, boats and fish, birds and short inscriptions.”30 In Narni, a town in 
Umbria, a cell in the convent of S. Maria Maggiore, which was home to the 
local tribunal of the Inquisition, has walls which are entirely covered with 
28   ASPa, Tribunale del Real Patrimonio, Liberazioni, vol. 70, fol. 188r.
29   Luc Bucherie, Les graffiti de la Tour de la Lanterne à La Rochelle. Essai d’inventaire (La 
Rochelle, 1978); Bucherie, “Graffiti de prisonniers anglais au château de Tarascon 
(Bouches-du-Rhône): l’exemple du H.M.S. sloop of war Zephyr (1778),” Archeologia 
Postmedievale 10 (2006): 205-216; Filippo Mori, Né strapunto né lume. La storia, la vita, le 
scritte delle carceri vicariali di Vicopisano tra XVI e XX secolo, (Pisa, 2000); Mori and Carlo 
Ghilli, Parole prigioniere. Graffiti, segni e parole delle carceri di Vicopisano (Vicopisano, 
2001); Umberto Eco, “Graffiti di San Giovanni in Monte,” in San Giovanni in Monte, con-
vento e carcere: tracce e testimonianze (Bologna, 1985), 130-138; Cesare Lombroso, Palinsesti 
del carcere. Raccolta unicamente destinata agli uomini di scienza (Turin, 1888); see also the 
extrarordinary graffiti by Oreste Nannetti on 180 m. of wall at the psychiatric hospital of 
Volterra. Cfr. Brian A. Harrison, The Tower of London Prisoner Book: A Complete Chronology 
of the Persons Known to have been Detained at Their Majesties Pleasure, 1110-1941 (Leeds, 
2004); Giovanni Gozzadini, Delle torri gentilizie di Bologna e delle famiglie alle quali ap-
partennero (Bologna, 1880). On Genoa see Luigi Bruzzone and Franco Melis, La Torre e le 
carceri di palazzo ducale (Genoa, 1998). On the ducal palace in Urbino see Raffaella Sarti, 
“Graffitari d’antan. A proposito dello scrivere sui muri in prospettiva storica,” in Polis, XXI 
(2007): 399-428. On the Normandy sailors who have left numerous graffiti on the walls of 
their churches, and in particular that of Saint-Jacques di Dieppe, see Henri Cahingt, “Une 
source inexplorée en archéologie navale: les graffiti,” Neptunia 45 (Ier trimestre 1957): 3-5. 
Antonio Castillo Gómez, Entre la pluma y la pared. Una historia social de la cultura escrita 
en el siglo de oro (Alcalá de Henares, 2006).
30   Carmen Fernández Cuervo, “Los grabados de la Torre del Trovador,” Cuadernos de Historia 
Jeronimo Zurita 19-20 (1966-67): 201-228.
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graffiti: writings, and depictions of crosses, the sun, moon, a meridian, a tree, 
hawking, together with many doves holding an olive branch in their beaks (but 
with their legs tied) and St Nicholas of Bari. We have just two names and three 
dates: Giuseppe Andrea Lombardini (December 4, 1759); Andrea Pasqualucci 
(1811) and a final date of 1845.31
As in Narni and Zaragoza, the prisoners in the Palermo jail did not write 
either in or from jail, as did the English Catholic dissidents in the sixteenth 
century or Antonio Gramsci in the twentieth, they wrote on the prison, using 
the walls of their cells as if they were a parchment palimpsest. The walls of 
these places of detention and punishment were “plastered and redrawn and 
rewritten many times with the older under the more recent, creating thereby 
a rich documentary stratification, a collage of words and drawings.”32 They 
were palimpsests created by repeated replastering as described by Pitré: 
“Notwithstanding [the fact that] they crowded the walls in a manner that was 
often disorganized and apparently spontaneous, these graffiti could not have 
been carried out in secret, by means of furtive or rapid gestures. Their execu-
tion must have taken a considerable amount of time.’33 Accordingly, one might 
justifiably speculate that this activity was tolerated in the main by the jailors, 
who clearly did not consider this to be a threat to their authority.
In the Palermo prisons the typology is varied and the execution, although 
on occasion precise and with artistic aspirations but more usually naïve, 
invariably communicated a strong and direct impact. Above all, one finds a 
dense religious iconography: Agata, Lucia, Barbara, Cristina, Caterina, Cosma 
and Damiano, Rocco, Sebastiano, Leonardo, Alessio, Andrea, Pietro, Maria 
Maddalena, Giorgio, Giuseppe, Antonio di Paola, Benedetto, Nicola, Rosalia, 
Matteo, Lorenzo, Giacomo, Vito, Margherita, Isidoro, Giacomo, Barbara, 
Alberto, and a hermit saint. (Figs 3 and 4)
Martyrs are immediately recognizable from their palm fronds or by the in-
strument of their martyrdom which they hold (the broken wheel with spikes 
for Catherine, the arrows for Sebastian, the cross for Andrew), the saintly bish-
ops by their crook and mitre. Christ upon the cross or walking to Golgotha 
was a common theme which was treated in different ways. The Madonna was 
31   www.narnisotterranea.it and for a guided tour go to: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ZzxES-0zloo (last accessed August 15, 2016).
32   Mori, Né strapunto né lume, 99. In this case there are writings, drawings and names of sol-
diers, anarchists, communists and members of the political opposition from the turn of 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries who have left testimony of their ideas and beliefs.
33   Sarti, “Graffitari d’antan,” 407-408.
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Figure 3 Saints Cosmas and Damian.
shown crowned by angels or on the moment of the annunciation, as a suffering 
mother or in the act of handing down the rosary to St Dominic. Drawing of the 
Eucharist is accompanied by the words: “Panis Angelicus.” One is clearly deal-
ing here with a comprehensive inventory of devotions from the early modern 
period: “a kind of collection of sacred art.”34 (Fig. 5)
Images of ships, which have much to teach students of naval archaeology, 
appear among the graffiti. These include an entire fleet of the Holy League 
deployed at the battle of Lepanto (1571); a squadron of galleys of the Grand 
Duke of Tuscany or of the Knights of Malta; pennants, masts, sails and cannons 
emerge from walls now still partially covered by plaster, even an owl. There are 
also two maps of Sicily, a representation of the façade of the Steri and of the 
skyline of Jerusalem. In addition, there are purely decorative motifs including 
masks, doodles, flowers, and rows of trees, all of which appear to be an attempt 
to soften the bleak prison space, like a kind of trompe-d’oeil. A sinister knight, 
34   Nicoletta Giovè Marchioli, “Segni di libertà. Graffiti in carcere,” in Quaderni di storia 
religiosa, special issue dedicated to La religione dei prigionieri, ed. Maria Clara Rossi 
(2013), 58.
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Figure 4 St. Rocco.
with shabby headgear but spurred for action, a ganymede and other male fig-
ures dressed in the latest fashion, with stern expressions all appear. Finally, 
kneeling, a man holding scales with the inscription “All sin awaits justice.”
There are many writings in Sicilian, Latin, Italian, English, as well as two 
texts in Hebrew that have not yet been translated. There are also prayers 
14 Fiume
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and quotations from the Bible and Book of Psalms.35 In addition, there are 
references to prison life such as the following: “On 30 August 1645 I was tor-
tured; on September 9th this happened to me again.” “On July 21 there was a 
spectacle [auto de fé] in S. Domenico involving thirty-three men and women.” 
“On May 6th it was no longer possible to drink the water since it was polluted 
and full of limescale.” “Don’t worry.” “[He who] painted this picture spent three 
years in jail for blasphemy and was moved here in 1646.” “You Holy Warrior [St 
George] who saved a maiden, release us from this tomb.” “Of all the cells this is 
the best; this cell is called after St Roch. May you be devout.” “Free us [for the 
sake?] of virtue.” Sometimes, single words or an expression are more evoca-
tive than an entire sentence (be patient; silence; [have] courage; bread and 
time; my spirit fails me; oh fateful day). The many poems (including sonnets, 
and lyrics in Sicilian and Italian) display “an intimate relationship between in-
carceration and literary invention, prison and poetry,” to an extent that the 
prison might be considered “a dwelling of the muses” owing to the number of 
35   “The Psalter offered prisoners an authorized language through which tribulations could 
be lamented . . . contemplated, and, finally, solace found.” See Molly Murray, “Measured 
Sentences: Forming Literature in the Early Modern Prison,” Huntington Library Quarterly 
72 (2009): 162.
Figure 5 Christ resurrected among those to be saved in Limbo.
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versifiers held within.36 In this sense, a prison might be a site for the produc-
tion of culture. (Figs 6 and 7)
How were these graffiti and drawings carried out? The chemical analy-
sis carried out in the course of the most recent restoration is jealously 
guarded by the University of Palermo and so is momentarily unavailable to 
36   Murray, “Measured Sentences,” 147.
Figure 6 Ganymede.
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scholars. However, we know from the work of Pitré that for the color yellow iron 
oxide was used; for the red, iron sesquioxide; for black, lampblack or ink; in 
some drawings one can see the colors green and dark red. The two graffiti vis-
ible in the cells on the upper floor of the prison, which show a map of Sicily, 
have been made using “a mixture of dark black shoe polish and a sauce made 
from tomatoes, which were used in Sicily to flavour pasta dishes.”37 Coal, lamp-
black (linseed oil collected from oil lamps) and the powder made from clay 
bricks in the floor mixed with saliva or urine were used for pictures, which 
37   Giuseppe Di Vita, I graffiti geografici del Carcere dell’Inquisizione di Palermo (secolo XVII) 
(Palermo, 1910-1933), 109.
Figure 7 “I no longer have the courage to live.”
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were rarely made using pigments (such as green and red), while metal objects 
of various types (including possibly their chains) were used to scrape off the 
plasterwork or to obtain copper oxide used for to obtain the color red.
The successive layers of images are a result of the whitewashing of the walls 
carried out by the jailors, presumably for reasons of hygiene. However, there 
are signs of chipping away of the plasterwork, as if someone had deliberately 
sought to damage the images on the walls using a pointed tool. We know also 
of episodes of vandalism. For example, there was the case of the Algerian con-
vert Gabriel Tudesco, who had been condemned to jail for having tried to flee 
back to the Barbary Coast with another two slave companions. He feigned 
insanity when he had to abjure his faith once he had been brought back to 
prison. He broke his dishes, tore up his mattress and wool blanket, crossed out 
the image of the Madonna of Itria on the wall of his cell and smeared the face 
of a crucified Christ with his own excrement. There were two crucifixes drawn 
on the wall in question: the smaller was higher up and the other one below. 
To reach the higher one—according to witnesses—Gabriel climbed up onto 
the platform or ledge used for his mattress. In this way we can finally under-
stand how the prisoners were able to paint the walls almost up to the roof. He 
also smeared with excrement images of an angel and several saints, however 
not the picture of Abraham because he was depicted “in the ancient manner” 
with a turban, which for Gabriel was “sacred attire” (ropa sancta), and he then 
proceeded to make a turban with his shirt, showing the inquisitors as he did so 
that he was not so much crazy as a Muslim.38
 The Authors
The obsessive reference to the suffering of the just as far as martyrdom, re-
flected in the iconography of saints who have suffered in this way as well as in 
images of Calvary and of the Cross, never falls into expressions of revenge or 
cursing. Irony is rare and images of blasphemy are non-existent. On the con-
trary, the imagery reflects resigned acceptance of the prisoners’ condition as 
an expiation of the sins committed by Man when Christ was crucified. Like 
Him, the victims forgive the sins of their executioners to whom they show 
compassion, almost finding reconciliation with them. They forgive so as to be 
forgiven (Matthew 6:15) in order to find peace; in this way they imitate Christ 
38   AHN, Inquisición Sicilia, Proceso contra Gabriel Tudesco, 1632, leg. 1744, fols. 13v.ff. Giovanna 
Fiume, “ ‘Todas leyes son buenas.’ El proceso a Amet/Gabriel Tudesco,” in Hespéris-Tamuda, 
forthcoming 2017.
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and this “sanctifies” them. In this case, the place of martyrdom is the prison it-
self, depicted as hell, a place of death, of suffering without hope or sometimes 
as a purgatory in which pain is not eternal. The prisoner is Christ, abandoned, 
betrayed, in chains, martyred, and punished like a common criminal: “theolog-
ically, this sacrificial death was a triumph, it reflected another recurring theme 
of prison writing: of gain through loss.”39 The prisoners eventually achieve vin-
dication with posterity and gain spiritual authority over their own judges by 
means of their graffiti. (Fig. 8)
A place has been transformed by its inhabitants into a space, to use the 
terminology of Michel de Certeau, in which evidence of resistance, limited 
though it may be, can be seen.40 This is, of course, a “small rebellion” in the 
face of the power with which the Holy Office defended religious orthodoxy, 
where prisoners are punished in the name of the justice which promises them 
the kingdom of Heaven (Matt 8: 11). They are not writing simply as a means 
of protest but also against the dissolution of their personal identity. They are 
enacting thereby “a way of protecting the self against the deprivation that 
39   Rivkah Zim, “Writing Behind Bars: Literary Contexts and the Autority of Carceral 
Experience,” Huntington Library Quarterly 72, no. 2 (2009): 292.
40   Michel de Certeau, L’invention du quotidien, vol. I, Arts de faire, (Paris, 1980). See Ruth 
Ahnert, The Rise of Prison Literature in the Sixteenth Century (Cambridge, 2013), 24.
Figure 8 The police of the Holy Office take Christ to Golgotha.
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imprisonment can work on a subject.”41 Unlike the dissidents of sixteenth- and 
seventeenth-century England, they are not writing pastoral treatises or books 
of religious polemic which a network of sympathizers is ready to diffuse be-
yond the prison walls.42 Rather, they are composing and illustrating by means 
of images a collective work that, having been subject to detailed analysis of its 
component parts, needs to be read as a whole.
Among the writings there emerge numerous names and surnames, either in 
full or only as initials. Moreover, they are often accompanied by a date, as if the 
prisoners wished to sign their work next to that of others “as a defence against 
anonymity—the most complete form of suppression. Located within the pris-
on, an inscribed name asserts the writer’s existence even as it was (potentially) 
about to end.”43 Thus we find: Francesco Mannarino, Paolo Confaloni, “Fecit 
1617 Paulus Mayorana” or on the walls of another cell; “Mayorana messanese 
scrisse e fece il sotto scritto recordo sapienti pauca 1617.” (“Mayorana from 
Messina wrote and made the record below, a word is enough for the wise 1617”); 
or: “John Andrew the Englishman of Padstow in the year 1632” (“Ioan Andres 
Ingles of Pasta Ano 1632”); “D.A.M.B. pingebat 1645”; “Musciumeci pingebat”; 
“O death where is your victory don Francisco Carafa your servant” (O mors ubi 
est victoria tua don Franciscus Carafa servus tuus) referencing 1 Corinthians 
XV:55.
Before the information about the names and initials of the prisoners came 
to light from the graffiti and drawings on the walls of the cells, Maria Sofia 
Messana had compiled an extraordinary database that contained information 
about the trials of over 6,000 suspects examined by the Holy Office.44 These in-
clude the twenty-two year old renegade sailor Francesco Mannarino who took 
part in a successful mutiny against the crew of a Barbary corsair, before sailing 
on to Venice where he and his fellow mutineers sold the boat. There he pre-
sented himself before the Inquisition, which pardoned him for the sin of abjur-
ing Christianity. Once he had returned to Palermo, he presented himself of his 
own accord (sponte comparente) before the tribunal of the Inquisition, which 
after a brief trial and taking into consideration his youth and the fact that he 
had presented himself to the court voluntarily, quickly reconciled him to the 
Church. By contrast, Paolo Mayorana, a forty-year old from Messina, was ac-
cused of “heretical blasphemy” and condemned to take part, gagged in an auto 
41   Catie Gill, “Evans and Cheevers’s A Short Relation in Context: Flesh, Spirit and Authority 
in Quaker Prison Writing, 1650-1662,” Huntington Library Quarterly 72 (2009): 261.
42   Thomas S. Freeman, “The Rise of Prison Literature, Introduction,” Idem: 135.
43   Ruth Ahnert, “Writing in the Tower during the Reformation,” idem, 177.
44   Maria Sofia Messana, Il Santo Ufficio dell’Inquisizione (Palermo, 2012).
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de fé and then to spend five years in the royal galleys. A twenty-two year old 
fisherman from Trapani, Paolo Confaloni, however, was put on trial for black 
magic and, in order for him to be able to maintain his family, he was only sen-
tenced to hear mass every Sunday and to go to confession monthly. The story 
of the twenty-three year old English sailor, John Andrew, from the Cornish 
port of Padstow, is more complex. Having converted to Islam on the Barbary 
Coast and taken the Muslim name of Giafer, he had earlier renounced his bap-
tismal religion of Catholicism so as to become a Calvinist, and then renounced 
this identity in order to turn Turk. After three years of imprisonment he was in-
cluded in an auto de fé procession at which he wore a sanbenito and renounced 
Calvinism. All his goods were confiscated, and he was sentenced to five years 
in the galleys where a chaplain was assigned to instruct him in the “true faith.” 
Such stories show how these graffiti can reveal a subjectivity that transcends 
the prison: “the mark of a human subjectivity that survives and protests its 
own radical dispossession.”45 (Figs 9 and 10)
Of particular utility in trying to understand life inside the prison, besides 
the files from the archive of the Inquisition, are the reports generated by the 
inspections of Visitors who were sent from Madrid. These officials posed 
45   Juliet Fleming, Graffiti and the Writing Arts of Early Modern England (London, 2001), 
41. Cfr. Gianclaudio Civale, “Le testimonianze dei reclusi sulle pareti delle carceri,” in 
Antonietta I. Lima, ed., Lo Steri dei Chiaromonte a Palermo, 285-95.
Figures 9 & 10 The writings of the English sailor, John Andrew.
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questions to the imprisoned relating to the conditions in which they were 
being held and on whether the correct judicial procedure had been followed. 
The Visitors also wished to know where they had been imprisoned before their 
arrival in Palermo; for how long they had been imprisoned there; how long it 
had been before they had been formally accused; had they been well treated 
and provided with what they needed; whether in the case of illness they had 
been given medicine; had the inquisitors come to see them to ascertain their 
needs if they consented to request to testify in court; had they been granted the 
assistance of a defence lawyer who had given them access to the precise details 
of the case against them and informed them of the facts obtained by the pros-
ecution; had they seen the prisoners talking to each other or to outsiders; had 
they been issued the food as stipulated by the prison regulations and did they 
have any unpaid bills with him; and finally, were there kinds of behavior taking 
place within the cells that needed putting right?46
The replies were usually very cautious: prisoners did not trust these outsid-
ers who said they wished to check up on the inquisitors and their officials. A 
particularly pressing issue was how long it took to conclude a trial; imprison-
ment cost families dearly not only economically speaking. Many also need-
ed an interpreter: the judge asked his questions in Spanish. The interpreter 
translated them into English, Arabic, German and so on before relaying the 
responses in an abbreviated or form of slang that were finally translated back 
into Spanish. Notwithstanding this linguistic filtering, which makes it difficult 
hear the voice of the prisoners, the reports by the Visitors nevertheless allow 
us to access many aspects of their daily lives: we hear the nocturnal cry of the 
person who shouts “Giuseppe”; the groans of a person who suffers from kidney 
stones and of another who was being whipped (azzottato) by a prison guard 
in punishment; the laughter of those, who to overcome sadness played blind 
man’s buff (galina orba);47 the recitation of the litany of Good Friday with a 
priest which had been paid for by a paltry collection made by the prisoners 
themselves; the verses of the Quran whispered by a prisoner who, having re-
fused food for some time, was close to death. From this it emerges that the run-
ning of the prison was given over by the underlings of the alcayde (the Prison 
46   AHN, Inquisición Sicilia, Visita di Lorenzo Flores, October 1610, l. 1752, fol. 216v.
47   “Es un juego que hazen dos con nueve piedas diferentes cada uno de tres enrayas” (Proceso 
a Gabriel Tudesco, n. 37 above, fol. 35v). Tudesco had a wooden table in his cell to play on, 
although in lieu of missing pieces to play with he improvised using orange peel. The game 
was a sort of primitive version of draughts, played using a board which had been impro-
vised by marking the table with charcoal or something similar. See José Brunet y Bellet, 
El ajedrez. Investigaciones sobre su origen (Barcelona, 1890), 204.
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Governor) who supplemented their salary by extorting money and foodstuffs 
(above all grain, ham and wine) in return for allowing visitors, or to permit 
written messages in and out, even to allow a prisoner to take part in the eve-
ning procession on Good Friday. The short summaries of the trials (relaciones 
de causas) sent to the Suprema in Madrid, in some cases complete copies of 
controversial trials; the Visitors’ reports and account books of the prison makes 
possible a comprehensive reconstruction of the lives which were lived in these 
spaces and of the trials undergone by the authors of the graffiti.48
 Open Questions
These observations are intended to introduce a new source for the study of 
the Holy Office—a source of extraordinary importance both for its richness 
and its complexity. The latter, in particular, means that an interdisciplinary 
approach is necessary, since expertise in the history of institutions (the rela-
tions between the Spanish monarchy, the Suprema in Madrid and its outly-
ing tribunals; between the viceroy, parliament, the Archbishop of Palermo, the 
Sicilian judiciary and the religious orders) is also required. Also necessary is 
the understanding of judicial procedure and the organization of prisons; iden-
tification of those who were sent to the cells and, if possible, the attribution 
of the drawings and graffiti; capacity to conduct paleographical and linguis-
tic analysis of the texts to identify passages from Scripture and the psalms as 
well as to conduct study of the iconography of the scenes which are both sa-
cred and profane. Finally, one needs to be able to understand the mise-en-texte 
that allows the integration of the writings and drawings which combine the 
verbal and the visual to communicate personal experiences.
Just to give a single example: if it was the young Francesco Mannarino who 
drew the depiction of the Battle of Lepanto beneath the images of the saints, 
that were most likely found in situ and were the work of another prisoner, they 
could possibly have been inspired by the famous paintings by Paolo Veronese 
(Allegory of the Battle of Lepanto of 1572-73 and Allegory of Lepanto of 1578), 
which Francesco could have seen in Venice where he went to be pardoned by 
the Holy Office and to sell the ship upon which he had successfully staged a mu-
tiny. The iconography that had been launched by Giorgio Vasari in Rome and 
Paolo Veronese in Venice depicted Lepanto as a victory of Christian faith over 
the infidel. Veronese, in addition, had filled the sky with saints (Peter, Mark, 
48   For the Portuguese prisons see Isabel Mendes Drumond Braga, Viver e morrer nos cárceres 
do santo Ofício (Lisbon, 2015).
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Roche and Giustina). By contrast, the Spanish iconography adopted by Titian 
(in his Philip II offers victory to the Infante Don Fernando, and Spain goes to the 
aid of Religion, both of 1575) celebrated the victory, above all, as a demonstra-
tion of the superiority of the Habsburg monarchy, where the battle itself took 
second place. However, given the fact that Lepanto was the most celebrated 
naval battle of the early modern period, widely commemorated in engravings 
and popular prints as marking “the end of the myth of Ottoman invincibility,” 
this is just an hypothesis.49 Francesco painted from memory images which he 
had seen elsewhere, and he had reimagined them in prison conditions, where 
he had to insert his work into a space that was already dense with images that 
were a collective achievement. Individuals had come together to create a work 
that, although not the result of conscious intention, possessed a powerful ca-
pacity to communicate at the interstices of text and image, where “the inter-
play of word and image [are] volatile, complex and pervasive [. . .] immediate 
and demanding.”50 (Fig. 11)
49   Guy-François Le Thiec, “Enjeux iconographiques et artistiques de la représentation de 
Lépante dans la culture italienne,” in Studiolo. Revue d’histoire de l’art de l’Académie de 
France à Rome 5 (2007): 40.
50   Elina Gertsman, “Image as Word: Visual Openings, Verbal Imaginings,” Studies in 
Iconography 32 (2011): 51-80 (at 71).
Figure 11 The Battle of Lepanto.
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Research into the identity of the authors needs to take into consideration the 
social status of the prisoners: out of a sample of almost 3,000, members of reli-
gious orders made up 30.57% of the total (at 903); doctors, surgeons (cerusici), 
pharmacists (aromatari), lawyers (of both canon and civil law) (utriusque juris 
doctores), schoolmasters, painters and musicians made up 10.29% of the total 
(304); shop keepers and merchants 4.5% (133); and artisans, including carpen-
ters, cobblers, barbers and joiners, made up 16.05% (474).51 It may be assumed 
that all of these were possessed of a reasonable level of education or literacy, 
if we add to these 87 nobles, 71 royal officials, judges and captains of justice, 
166 sailors and 110 soldiers. I will ignore the 217 day laborers, 122 peasants and 
301 slaves, who unlike the others, would not necessarily have possessed pro-
fessional experience or skills. If we now look at those who were accused of 
heresy, there was an overwhelming majority of judaizers (giudaizzanti) who 
numbered 2,110 and experienced harsh repression almost entirely in the six-
teenth century. These were followed, in descending order, by cryptomuslims 
(1,040); protestants (499); quietists and illuminati (107); soliciting priests (188); 
bigamists (485); blasphemers (580); sacrilegious (201); magicians (negromanti) 
and witches; sodomites (13); and finally, by those who had in some fashion ob-
structed the work of the Holy Office (356).52
The categories of those prosecuted reflect, one by one, chapters in Spanish 
history that began with the expulsion of the Jews followed by the persecution 
of the conversos (those who had, for the most part, been forcibly converted 
and were thus considered by the Holy Office to be insincere or apostates). In 
those accused of “Lutheran heresy” they also reflected the struggle against the 
reformed religions of continental Europe, who included German Protestants, 
French Huguenots and English Calvinists. This struggle lasted long past the 
sixteenth century age of the Reformation on account of the “Northern inva-
sion” of the Mediterranean in the seventeenth century by the merchant fleets 
of Holland, England and Sweden. Those prosecuted also included the almost 
900 “renegades” who, captured as the result of piracy and kidnap by the cor-
sairs of the Barbary Coast, were taken to territories of Islam where they “took 
the Turban.” Returning to sea they were subsequently captured by Christian 
corsairs and so found themselves before the Holy Office. To them can per-
haps be attributed the numerous depictions of ships; to the negromanti, the 
magico-religious symbolism; to the quietists and searchers of religious truth 
the numerous religious texts and images. Taken altogether, they do not seem 
to be the opinions of the ordinary people but of those who have experienced 
51   Renda, L’Inquisizione in Sicilia, 244.
52   Renda, L’Inquisizione in Sicilia, 245.
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uncertainty and the search for new religious forms: in other words, a spiritual-
ity that was not orthodox and which was very different from the disciplined 
forms of ritual behaviour.
The biographies of these prisoners speak of movement over geographical 
borders which cut across political, linguistic and religious boundaries. Such 
mobility weakened fixed and stable identities. For example, how Jewish was 
a judaizer? How Muslim was a crypto-Muslim? What did the young English 
man—Calvinist before becoming Muslim and after finally being catechized a 
Catholic on board a galley—believe? There are cases in which a prisoner had 
undergone five successive changes in religion. Many of them declare that they 
do not understand the difference between the various forms of religion and of 
believing that one can find salvation in every one. In other words, this prison is 
like a mirror of the cultural mix that shaped the lives of those who lived around 
the shores of the Mediterranean and was produced by geographical proximity 
and by the practices of trade and piracy—Christian and Muslim—which en-
slaved members of both faiths but which also involved the exchange of practi-
cal knowledge, the creation of a lingua franca to facilitate the communication 
of essential information as well as the swapping of names, dress, customs and 
religion.53
The beliefs that underlay such various exterior forms did not derive from an 
understanding of theological principles but rather from the taking up of ritual 
practices that were shared with those native inhabitants of the places where 
the new arrivals found themselves. Moreover, they could take on confused, hy-
brid forms, such as Mohammed sits at the right hand of God; he is son of God; 
he is the third person of the Trinity; even that the Trinity is a form of polythe-
ism and that the ablutions carried out before prayer serve to wash away sins. 
Other confused beliefs include God does not have a wife and therefore cannot 
have a son; God cannot live in a wafer which is swallowed; communion is a 
form of Divine cannibalism (theophagy); no man can take on the sins of anoth-
er; priests are “world tricksters” (inganna-mondo); chastity and monogamy are 
mistaken; James (of Compostela) is a son-in-law of Mahommed; the formula 
of the Muslim profession of faith: La Illaha illa Allah, Muhammad rasul Allah 
(There is no God but Allah and Muhammad is his Prophet) signifies “Glory to 
God, Father and Son etc.” The widespread diffusion of the belief in the equal 
53   Giovanna Fiume, “La schiavitù mediterranea tra medioevo ed età moderna. Una proposta 
bibliografica,” Estudis. Revista de Historia moderna 41 (2015): 267-318. Ead., “Rinnegati. Le 
imbricazioni delle relazioni mediterranee,” B. Franco, B. Pomara, M. Lomas, and B. Ruiz, 
eds., Identidades cuestionadas. Coexistencia y conflictos interreligioso en el Mediterráneo, 
ss. XIV-XVIII (Valencia, 2016), 39-62.
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value of any religious faith for the salvation of the soul contains a faint echo 
of the verse from the Quran, verse 5: 69 (sūrat l-māidah/the table spread with 
food) which reads:
Indeed, those who have believed [in Prophet Muúammad] and those 
[before Him] who were Jews or Sabeans or Christians—those [among 
them] who believed in Allah and the Last Day and did righteousness—no 
fear will there be concerning them, nor will they grieve.54
The Sufi philosopher and mystic Ibn al-‘Arabi (1165-1240), persuaded that God 
revealed something of himself to all believers, conceived the unity of all reli-
gions, thereby encouraging the belief that: “My heart is open to all forms / it is 
a pasturage [sic] for gazelles / and a monastery for Christian monks / a temple 
for idols and the / Ka’ba of the pilgrim, / the tables of the Torah and / the book 
of the Qur’an.”55
Some three centuries later, the Friulan miller, Menocchio, who perhaps had 
read the Quran, expressed a similar sentiment when he said to the inquisi-
tor when he was accused in 1583: “. . . the majesty of God has given the Holy 
Spirit to all, to Christians, to heretics, to Turks and to Jews; and he considers 
them all dear, and they are all saved in the same manner.”56 Joseph Pitts, a 
young sailor from Exeter, held slave in Algiers between 1678 and 1693 put it not 
very differently when he ended his attempt to justify his conversion to his non-
conformist Devon neighbours with the prayer: “O merciful God . . . have mercy 
on all Jews, Turks, infidels and heretics . . . and so fetch them home.”57 Stuart 
Schwartz is surely correct when he writes that the theme of religious tolerance 
is to be found not only in philosophical treatises and in written culture but 
amongst the illiterate inhabitants of the intolerant Spanish empire.58 Prisons 
were a place where prisoners talked to each other; above all, they swapped 
54   http://corpus.quran.com/translation.jsp?chapter=5&verse=69 (last accessed August 16, 
2016).
55   As quoted in Natalie Zemon Davis, Trickster Travels: a Sixteenth-Century Muslim between 
Worlds (New York, 2006), 227.
56   Carlo Ginzburg, Cheese and the Worms: the Cosmos of a Sixteenth-Century Miller, with new 
preface (London, 1992; 1st edition 1976), 9-10.
57   Joseph Pitts, A true and faithful account of the religion and manners of the 
Mohammetans . . . with an account of the author’s being taken captive (London, 1704) quot-
ed in Linda Colley, Captives: Britain, Empire and the World 1600-1850 (London, 2002), 124.
58   Stuart Schwartz, All can be saved. Religious tolerance and salvation in the Iberian Atlantic 
world (New Haven/London, 2008). Although see the cautionary remarks in Giuseppe 
Marcocci’s review in e-JPH, [e-journal of Portuguese History], vol. 8, no. 1 (Summer 
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advice and compared experiences. There were the uncertainties of the trial 
itself and the lack of information that affected the prisoners the most: the fear 
and anxiety of those who were completely at the mercy of uncontrollable forc-
es. The prisoners also exchanged opinions about religion—from the search for 
spiritual perfection to incredulity, which in exceptional cases went so far as to 
posit the belief that “God is dead.” This could be expressed in direct and asser-
tive ways, as can be seen in some trials in which the efficacy of auricular con-
fession was denied as were that of the mass, sacraments (with the exception of 
baptism), the cult of images, fasting on Fridays and during Lent, papal author-
ity, Purgatory, prayers for the dead, the certainty that one can be saved in one’s 
own particular “sect,” “which I consider to be a good religion” (teniendola por 
buena). Such a religion reduced to its bare bones can do without the guardians 
of orthodoxy. They made jokes about the dogmas and authority of the pope 
and accused the inquisitors (“the three Popes of Palermo”); they cursed and 
swore.
Francesco Guicciardino, captured as a young boy by Tunisian corsairs who 
became Ali of the Black Sea and captain of the fleet of galleys of Biserta, was 
imprisoned in 1624 in the one of the cells of the Inquisition. To his prison com-
panion who was praying in front of a cross painted on the cell wall he shouted: 
“This is nothing” (‘Esto non es nada’), at the same time hitting the wall. Turning 
to an image of the Madonna painted next to the crucifix he declared: “You 
shouldn’t believe that this is Mary” and hitting the image with his hand, added, 
half in Spanish and half in Italian: “God did not have and does not have a moth-
er, because he is in heaven and so this [the image of Mary] is nothing.” He then 
cursed this “Holy Office pig!” (“Santo Officio canzir/khinzir”); “Holy Office Holy 
Devil!” repeating this in fury many times over.59 This is but a single example of 
the intense and peculiar debate over religion which took place within the pris-
on between prisoners who awaiting trial. Such details were supplied by the ac-
cused’s cell mates, who thereby hoped to gain consideration from the judges in 
their own cases, who were able as a result to open new trials. The second trial 
against “Juan Andres” (John Andrew from Padstow) had its origins precisely in 
such an accusation by a cell mate, who maintained that Juan had expressed his 
desire to return to the Barbary Coast. Several prisoners made similar declara-
tions of intent, dreaming of a place where no institution might control—or 
above all sanction—religious observance.
2010) available at: http://www.brown.edu/Departments/Portuguese_Brazilian_Studies/
ejph/html/Summer10.html (last accessed August 16, 2016).
59   AHN, Inquisición Sicilia, leg. 1748, n. 5, fol. 117r.-v. See Giovanna Fiume, “L’impossibile 
riscatto di Aly del mar Negro, ‘Turco vero’,” Quaderni storici, 140 (2012): 385-423.
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Such figures were not so much religious dissidents as opponents to the 
tribunal which sought to diminish the power of the inquisitors to force their 
victims’ conscience, playing upon the ambiguity which lay in the distinction 
between the inner and outer fora. They approached the prisoners as confes-
sors, planting in the penitents’ mind the sense of guilt, inviting them to con-
fess for the benefit of their conscience (delatarse, descagar su conciencia) in 
order to change them into accusers, who in audience after audience, turned a 
sin into a crime, for which there existed more severe punishment. “They bless 
with their mouths, but curse you in their hearts” (Ore suo benedicebant, corde 
suo maledicebant) wrote one prisoner on the walls of his cell with reference 
to Psalm 61:4 and to the duplicity and dissimulation of his judges. Duplicity 
was also central to the behavior of the accused, who were encouraged to pres-
ent themselves of their own accord before the Inquisition and that “negare 
semper” was a strategy for self-preservation. It was always better to confess to 
what the judges wished to hear: which is to say, that the “true faith” is Catholic 
and that others were mere “sects” of heretics and infidels and that any recan-
tation of their Christian faith had been made only “by mouth,” and that in 
their hearts, they had always remained faithful to the True Faith. As Adriano 
Prosperi has taught us, such interior violence, together with spiritual penance, 
whipping, gagging, penitential garb (the sanbenito) and the stake were all fruit 
of a strategy which “constructed and furnished people’s conscience.”60 All were 
combined in a fashion which, at the same time, was subtly cruel, violent and 
persuasive. 
60   Adriano Prosperi, Tribunali della coscienza: inquisitori, confessori, missionari (Turin, 
2009), author’s revised preface to the paperback edition.
